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Computerised cookery

Advertisement

Philips claims to have discovered the secret
ingredient for automating fine cuisine. A new
range of kitchen devices for the domestically
challenged could produce food that is perfectly
"done" at the press of a button, the company
reckons.
The secret is to measure the amount of water
released while the food cooks, whether it is
baking, frying or being cooked in a microwave.
Apparently, this accurately reveals the food's
dryness and crispness without the need to taste
it.
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An oven or fryer would contain a precise scale,
capable of recording the total weight of anything
www.archivalmethods.com
placed inside it. As it cooks a meal it measures
the weight difference, revealing how much
water has been released in the form of steam.
To make the measurement more accurate, the released water could also be trapped, condensed and
weighed.
The budding chef need only enter a few commands, telling the machine what kind of food is being cooked,
and how crispy it should be. An electronic library of cooking instructions then sounds an alarm and switches
the oven off when it is perfectly done. Sound good, but I'll believe it when I taste it.
Read the full cooking by numbers patent application.
Bacterial electronics
Bacteria can be fooled into producing conductive nano-fibres that may then be used as tiny electronic
connectors. The discovery was made by researchers at the University of Massachusetts, US, working for
the Department of Energy.
Tiny hair-like surface appendages, known as "pili", are used by bacteria to connect to host tissue and
reproduce with other bacteria of the same species. Pili are made of protein and are usually non-conductive.
But the patented idea is to grow a bug strain called Geobacter sulfurreducens using a nutrient that contains
particles of insoluble ferric oxide. The resulting bacteria should sprout pili that are highly conductive. So
growing the bacteria in lines over an absorptive substrate would create a circuit of biological nano-wires.
Alternatively, the bacteria could be deposited on top of a chip surface and the pili detached and then
manoeuvred into position between nano-components. The inventors also hope to genetically modify bacteria
to create pili with specific electrical characteristics.
Read the full bacterial electronics patent application.
Smart trunk
A patent from German car maker Audi could ensure that no one ever gets trapped inside the trunk of a car
ever again.
Children can get trapped inside a trunk while playing, while movie gangsters often lock their enemies inside
them. A latch inside a trunk can over-ride the external locking system and release it from within, but this can
be dangerous if the vehicle is moving.
Audi's solution is a solenoid latch controlled by the car's speedometer. At 5 kilometres per hour or less the
solenoid is inactive and lets anyone inside the trunk open it. As soon as the speedometer goes above this
speed, however, the solenoid shoots a bolt to stop the cover from opening more than a few centimetres.
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This is enough for a trapped person to get some air, and see where they are, but not enough for them to
jump out and risk injury. When the car slows down again, the solenoid releases and so does the lock.
The Sopranos will not be happy…
Read the full smart trunk patent application.
For more than 30 years, Barry Fox has trawled through the world's weird and wonderful patent
applications, uncovering the most exciting, bizarre or even terrifying new ideas. Read previous Invention
columns, including:
Cellphone sunscreen skateboard meets Segway, Taser gets tougher, razor light, wing-mirror cameras,
body-wired headphones, rocket-repelling parachutes, tooth decay probe, laser healing, throwable game
controllers, Microwave oven gun, Smart-card DVDs, Smart night scope, laser microphone, triple-standard
DVD, ultimate body armour, Long-range stunner, tongue-o-vision, jellyfish injections, Flesh-burn sensor,
fire-escape tubes, VoIP mangling, in-flight rearming, sense that fat, Designer speakers, throw-away
parachutes, password-protected bullets, spinning touchdown, palmtop Feng Shui, Origami gadgets,
mile-high showers, Hydrogen fuel balls, human cannonballs, the riot slimer, the bomb jammer, Apple's
all-seeing screen, the TV-advert enforcer, the wing-sprouting drone, the drink-driver arm scanner, laser
spark plugs, remote-controlled implants,the "I've been shot" gun, the snore zapper, the guitar phone,
explosive-eating fungus, viper vision, exploding ink, the moody media player, the spy-diver killer, preventing
in-flight interference, the inkjet-printer pen, sonic watermarks, the McDownload, hot-air plane, landmine
arrows, soldiers obeying odours, coffee beer, wall-beating bugging, eyeball electronics, phone jolts,
personal crash alarm, talking tooth, shark shocker, midnight call-foiler, burning bullets, a music lover's
dream, magic wand for gamers, the phantom car, phone-bomb hijacking, shocking airport scans, old tyres
to printer ink and eye-tracking displays.
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